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Ground-state magnetic moment of theTÄ1 nucleus 32Cl using on-line b-NMR spectroscopy
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The magnetic dipole moment of the 11 ground state of theT51 nucleus17
32Cl15 has been measured to be

m51.114(6)mN using conventionalb-NMR spectroscopy. Polarized32Cl nuclei were produced by fragmen-
tation of a 100 MeV/nucleon36Ar beam in a 642 mg/cm2 93Nb target, where the beam was incident on the
target at an angle 2.5° to the normal beam axis. The desired32Cl fragments were filtered from other fragmen-
tation products using the A1200 fragment separator and implanted in a NaCl single crystal, maintained at room
temperature, at the center of ab-NMR apparatus. The Larmor frequency was determined by measuring the
b-decay asymmetry as a function of the applied radio-frequency field. Isoscalar and isovector moments for the
A532, T51 isospin multiplet are extracted and compared with large-basis shell model calculations.

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Ky, 21.60.Cs, 27.30.1t
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I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of nuclear magnetic dipole mome
has played an important role in the investigation of nucl
structure. Nuclei aroundN5Z, especially as they becom
further removed from stability with increasing mass, ha
been of great theoretical interest, and a testing ground
charge symmetry and charge independence of nuclear fo
Nuclear magnetic dipole moments, as well asg-decay tran-
sition rates and Gamow-Teller~GT! b-decay strengths, pro
vide a sensitive probe into the single-particle nature of nu
and the structure of nuclear wave functions, particularly
light nuclei in thesd and f 7/2 shells. Attempts to account fo
discrepancies between measured magnetic moments an
single-particle model predictions are often approached
terms of configuration mixing, including core polarizatio
and mesonic exchange.

Magnetic dipole moment measurements within isos
multiplets @Tz5(Z2N)/2# are of particular interest, owing
to the first-order similarity of nuclear structure betwe
members. The roles of protons and neutrons are simply
terchanged in two conjugate members of the multiplet,
which the Coulomb force can be neglected in a first appro
mation. The isoscalar and isovector contributions, readily
tracted by taking the sum and differences between mem
of opposite isospintz projection, provide valuable informa
tion on nuclear structure. Although the ground-state m
netic dipole moments forT51/2 mirror partners have bee
determined for all bound nuclei up toA541, only limited
magnetic moment information is available for members
T51 multiplets. The ground-state magnetic moments
both theTz511 andTz521 members of theT51 multip-
let have been experimentally deduced only forA58, 12, 20,
and 36. Such measurements are made difficult by the s
decay half-lives and low production rates for theb-unstable
Tz511 nuclides which constituteT51 multiplets.
0556-2813/2000/62~4!/044312~6!/$15.00 62 0443
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Particularly useful in the study of magnetic moments
b-unstable nuclei has been the application ofb-detected
nuclear magnetic resonance (b-NMR). The use ofb-NMR
spectroscopy requires polarization of the nuclear spin
semble. Several techniques have been developed to pro
spin-oriented~aligned and/or polarized! short-lived nuclei
@1–4,6–8#. Generally, the most straightforward way to o
tain spin-oriented nuclei is from the nuclear production re
tion itself. It has been shown that the reaction products fr
fusion-evaporation reactions@1,2#, as well as from projectile
fragmentation reactions@4,5#, are spin oriented.

In conventionalb-NMR experiments, the polarized nu
clei are implanted in a crystal host~typically cubic! im-
mersed in an external magnetic holding field, and nucl
polarization is monitored via the asymmetric angular dis
bution of the parity-violatingb decay. Since no electric field
gradient is present at the cubic implantation sites, a reg
Zeeman splitting between magnetic substates occurs
function of B0 and nuclei precess at the single Larmor fr
quencynL5gmNB0 /h, whereg is the nuclearg factor,mN is
the nuclear magneton,B0 is the magnetic holding field, andh
is Planck’s constant. Nuclear level populations can be mo
fied by application of an orthogonal radio-frequency~rf!
magnetic field, whose frequency matches the Larmor pre
sion frequency at the particularB0. The magnetic dipole mo-
ment m can be deduced from the nuclearg factor if the
nuclear spinI is known. Theb-NMR method is well suited
for studying short-lived nuclei since theb decay must occur
before relaxation of the nuclear spin orientation, which
typically on the order of a few seconds.

We report here on the measurement of the magnetic
pole moment of theT1/25298 ms ground state of17

32Cl15

usingb-NMR spectroscopy coupled with the production
spin-polarized beams from intermediate-energy projec
fragmentation. The nucleus32Cl is the Tz511 member of
©2000 The American Physical Society12-1
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the A532, T51 multiplet, which also includes15
32P17

(Tz521) and an excited state of16
32S16 (Tz50). The experi-

mental determination of the32Cl ground-state magnetic mo
ment allows the extraction of the isoscalar and isovec
components of the dipole operator for thisT51 multiplet in
the sd shell.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS

A radioactive beam of32Cl at 36 MeV/nucleon was ob
tained using the A1200 fragment separator at the Natio
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory~NSCL! at Michigan
State University. A primary beam of36Ar was accelerated to
100 MeV/nucleon using the K1200 cyclotron and fra
mented in a 642-mg/cm2-thick 93Nb target located at the
object position of the A1200 separator. Two dipole magn
upstream from the93Nb target were used to steer the prima
beam 2.5° with respect to the normal beam axis@9#. A 425
mg/cm2 Al wedge-shaped degrader with a slope angle of
mrad was placed at the second dispersive image of
A1200 to separate the fragment isotopes with given mass
charge ratio based onA andZ. The angular acceptance of th
A1200 fragment separator is;1°, while the momentum ac
ceptance was set to 1% using slits placed at the first dis
sive image of the device.

Under the best conditions two different isotopes,32Cl
(T1/250.298 s, QEC512.7 MeV, Jp511) and 31S (T1/2
52.572 s,QEC55.4 MeV,Jp51/21), were identified in the
secondary beam using the fragment energy loss and time
flight information. The ratio of the production rates
31S:32Cl was nearly 2:1. The energy of this secondary be
was degraded to'10 MeV/nucleon using Al foils. The sec
ondary beam was then collimated and implanted into a c
tal host at the center of ab-NMR apparatus.

A schematic drawing of the NSCLb-NMR system@9# is
shown in Fig. 1. An electromagnet with pole gap of 10.2 c

FIG. 1. Schematic of the NSCLb-NMR apparatus.
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provided a holding field in the vertical direction. Twob
telescopes, each consisting of two 4.4 cm34.4 cm30.3 cm
thick DE and a 5.1 cm35.1 cm32.5 cm thick E plastic
scintillators, were placed between the magnet poles at 0°
180° with respect to the holding field. Acrylic light guide
were used to direct the light from the scintillators to pho
multiplier tubes positioned outside the magnetic field.
2-mm-thick NaCl single crystal, 2.5 cm in diameter, w
used as an implantation host. Two rf coils, each of 30-t
loops with radius 1.2 cm and separation 3 cm, were arran
in a Helmholtz-like geometry about the NaCl crystal. T
coil inductance was measured to be 51mH and the coils were
arranged such that the resulting rf field was mutually perp
dicular to the applied holding magnetic field and the dire
tion of the secondary beam.

Measurements of theb asymmetry as a function of th
applied rf field were conducted using continuous implan
tion of the 32Cl nuclei @9#. The angular distribution ofb
particles is given as

Wb~u!511~v/c!AP cos~u!, ~1!

whereu is the angle between the emitted positron relative
the spin axis of the nucleus,P is the polarization of the
implanted ensemble,v/c is positron velocity divided by the
speed of light, andA denotes the asymmetry parameter f
the decay.

The rf was switched on and off in intervals of 59.5 s a
60.5 s, respectively. The data acquisition~DAQ! cycles also
consisted of two intervals, rf-on~60 s! and rf-off ~60 s!. Note
that the rf-on application period was 0.5 s shorter than
rf-on DAQ cycle. This allowed for the32Cl (T1/250.298 s!
implanted during the cycle to decay away during the last
s of the rf-on DAQ cycle before the rf-off DAQ cycle bega
The strength of the rf was 0.3~1! mT. The ratio of the count-
ing rates in the 0°~up! and 180°~down! b telescopes both
for rf-on and rf-off conditions was calculated to reduce i
strumental asymmetries. This ratio yields 1 for all poin
removed from resonance. Only in the vicinity of the res
nance, where the change inb asymmetry occurs, will this
ratio deviate from 1.

Triple coincidences betweenb telescopes were used t
discriminate against detection ofg rays. To avoid the influ-
ence of the31S contaminant on the measuredb asymmetry,
an off-line energy discrimination was performed on the sp
tra collected in the thickb detectors. SinceQEC(31S)
,QEC(32Cl), only the higher-energy part of theb spectra
was used for the analysis. Use of this energy threshold
allowed discrimination of the mixed Fermi-GT transitio
32Cl(11)→ 32S(11) which is 20.5%@10# of the total inten-
sity and has an unknown Fermi/GT mixing ratio. For th
reduced portion of theb-decay spectrum the asymmetry fa
tor was calculated to beA150.31 @11#.

The experiment was conducted in two stages. During
first stage a search for the resonance position was perfor
using a frequency modulation~FM! of 625 kHz ~Dn/n
'3%!. The holding fieldB0 was set to 100.22~2! mT.

A scan of frequency over the range 675625–975625
kHz corresponding to a totalg factor range of 0.85–1.31
2-2
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produced the results depicted by open circles in Fig. 2~a!. A
deviation of greater than 5s in the asymmetry signal indi
cates the resonance position. The two solid circles in F
2~a! were taken during the second stage of the experim
which confirmed the first result.

To achieve better precision for the magnetic momen
smaller FM value was employed in the second stage of
measurement. The holding fieldB0 was set to 100.1~1! mT
and the total frequency window 835610– 895610 kHz was
scanned (Dn/n'1%) corresponding to ag factor range of
1.081–1.186, the results of which are depicted in Fig. 2~b!.
Two of the points in Fig. 2~b! show a clear change in th
b-decay asymmetry and thus define the resonance posi
Each of these two points overlaps somewhat with neighb
ing points which show no resonance change in theb-decay
asymmetry. Therefore, only the 10-kHz-wide frequency w
dow shared by these two points alone defines the reson

FIG. 2. Resonance curves obtained for32Cl implanted in NaCl.
The applied frequency modulation was~a! 625 kHz and~b! 610
kHz. The rf modulation had a ramp waveform with a 500 Hz re
etition rate.
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location. The center of this window, 850 kHz, was used
deduce the 32Cl magnetic moment, yieldingm51.114
60.006(stat)60.001(syst) mN . The statistical error includes
only the uncertainty from the frequency window of the FM
while the systematic error is mainly attributed to the unc
tainty of the holding magnetic field.

III. DISCUSSION

The nuclear magnetic dipole (M1) operator is represente
as the sum of two terms@12#,

m5gJmN5(
i

^JMu~gl
( i )l z

( i )1gs
( i )sz

( i )!uJM&M5JmN ,

~2!

wheremN5e\/2mp is the nuclear magneton, andl ( i ) ands( i )

are the orbital and spin angular momentum operators for
i th nucleon. The total magnetic moment operator is summ
over all A nucleons in the nucleus, andgl

( i ) andgs
( i ) are the

orbital and spin gyromagnetic ratios of thei th nucleon. The
free-nucleon values for theg factors aregl

p51, gl
n50, gs

p

55.5855, andgs
n523.826.

When the moments of the mirror pairs of nuclei are bo
known it is useful to compare the results for the isoscalar
isovector moments, which are linear combinations of
isospin multiplet moments:

ms5
1

2
@m~Tz51T!1m~Tz52T!#, ~3!

mv5
1

2
@m~Tz51T!2m~Tz52T!#. ~4!

If one assumes good isospin and ignores the isoscalar
change currents, one can relate the isoscalar moment to
isoscalar spin expectation value@13,14#:

ms5
J

2
10.38̂ s&, ~5!

where

^s&5(
i

^JMusz
( i )uJM&M5J ~6!

and where the factor of 0.38 is the free-nucleon value
(gs

n1gs
p2gl

p)/2.
For odd-A nuclei and in the extreme single-partic

model, one can calculate the single-particle magnetic m
ment from Eq.~2! using the Lande´ theorem:

msp5^ jmu@gl j z1~gs2gl !sz#u jm&m5 jmN

5 j S gl6
gs2gl

2l 11 DmN ~7!

for j 5 l 61/2. If the free-nucleong factors are used, this
single-particle moment is called the Schmidt moment. T

-

2-3
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TABLE I. Experimental and calculated magnetic moments for theA531– 33 isospin multiplets. The
calculated moments are based on the Schmidt value and on the fullsd-shell basis with three effective
Hamiltonians USD, SDPOTA, and SDPOTB. TheM1 operator is evaluated with the free-nucleon and
effectivesd-shell operator of Ref.@15#. Experimental data are from@16# and this work.

Hamiltonian Expt. Schmidt USD USD SDPOTA SDPOTB
M1 operator free eff eff eff

Nucleus Tz I p

m 31S 11/2 1/21 20.488 21.913 20.400 20.431 20.547 20.591
33Cl 11/2 3/21 0.752 0.124 0.704 0.799 0.730 0.796
32Cl 11 11 1.114~6! 1.060 1.006 1.157 1.177 1.232

m 31P 21/2 1/21 1.235 2.793 1.023 1.086 1.241 1.288
33S 21/2 3/21 0.644 1.148 0.651 0.643 0.724 0.659
32P 21 11 20.252 20.440 20.131 20.238 20.308 20.348

mv A531 (T51/2) 1/21 20.862 22.353 20.711 20.758 20.894 20.939
A533 (T51/2) 3/21 0.054 20.512 0.026 0.078 0.003 0.069
A532 (T51) 11 0.683 0.750 0.568 0.697 0.742 0.790

ms A531 (T51/2) 1/21 0.373 0.440 0.311 0.328 0.347 0.348
A533 (T51/2) 3/21 0.698 0.636 0.678 0.721 0.727 0.727
A532 (T51) 11 0.431 0.310 0.438 0.460 0.434 0.442

^s& A531 (T51/2) 1/21 0.324 0.500 0.162 0.204 0.255 0.259
A533 (T51/2) 3/21 20.137 20.300 20.191 20.076 20.060 20.060
A532 (T51) 11 20.182 20.500 20.164 20.107 20.172 20.153
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single-particle intrinsic spin expectation value^s&sp is 1 1
2

for j 5 l 11/2 and2 1
2 (2l 21)/(2l 11) for j 5 l 21/2.

For the odd-odd32Cl nucleus, the Schmidt moment re
sulting from the assumed single-particle configurat
(ns1/2^ pd3/2)12 is given by

msp~J51!52S 1

2Dmsp~s1/2!1S 5

6Dmsp~d3/2!. ~8!

Using the single-particle moments for ans1/2 neutronmsp
521.913mN and for ad3/2 proton msp50.124mN , we find
msp ( 32Cl)51.060mN . When compared to the present e
perimental value of 1.114(6)mN one might conclude that th
configuration of this state is close to the single-particle val
However, a more complete comparison~see Table I! with the
magnetic moments for the neighboring nuclei31S and 33Cl
with T51/2 which have theJp values for s1/2 and d3/2,
respectively, shows that Schmidt values are actually far fr
the experimental situation. The same conclusion is obtai
from the mirror nuclei31P, 33S, and32P; see Table I. If the
experimental single-particle moments of31S and 33Cl @16#
are used in Eq.~7!, we findme f f(

32Cl)50.871mN , very dif-
ferent from the measured value.

A better understanding of the magnetic moments com
from the full (1s1/2,0d5/2,0d3/2) (sd)-shell-model basis@17#.
We have calculated wave functions and magnetic mom
with several effectivesd-shell Hamiltonians. The Hamilto
nians consist only of one- and two-body parts, and are th
fore defined by specification of all one-body~3! and two-
body ~63! matrix elements which can be formed with all
the active orbits in thesd shell. Diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian matrix then yields the set of mixed configur
04431
.
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tion shell-model wave functions which are used to calcul
magnetic moments. For32Cl, 11 the matrix dimension is
1413.

We first compare with results based on the USD Ham
tonian of Wildenthal. The USD Hamiltonian was derive
starting from a renormalizedG matrix, and then the linea
combinations of two-body matrix elements which can be
termined from a large set~about 450! of binding energy and
excitation energy data for thesd-shell nuclei (A516– 40)
@17#. The magnetic moments forA531– 33 obtained with
this Hamiltonian and the free-nucleong factors are compared
with experiment in Table I~USD-free!. The agreement with
experiment is greatly improved compared to the Schm
values. The single-particle configuration assumed for
Schmidt value calculation is in fact only about 50% of t
full sd-shell wave function. The remaining 50% of the fu
wave function is a complex mixing of many configuration
The deviations between the experimental and USD-free
ues is up to 0.2mN . The isoscalar magnetic moments calc
lated for the three isospin multiplets appear to be in be
agreement with theory; however, this is due to the triviaJ
factor which appears in Eq.~4!. When Eq.~4! is used to
deduce the scalar spin expectation value~the last three rows
of Table I! the nontrivial part of the deviation is emphasize

It has been suggested@18# that isospin mixing may be
responsible for the anomalous scalar spin expectation v
for theA59, T53/2 mirror pair@18,19#. We have calculated
the A531– 33 magnetic moments using the isosp
nonconserving Hamiltonian of@20# and find changes of only
about 0.01mN in the magnetic moments. We conclude th
isospin mixing is not important at the level of the remaini
deviation between experiment and theory.
2-4
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The M1 and Gamow-Teller data throughout thesd shell
show clear evidence for renormalization of theM1 and GT
operator due to higher-order configuration mixing and m
sonic exchange currents. Data forM1 and GT observables in
thesd shell have been compared to the USD-free predicti
in order to determine the best overall set of effectiveg fac-
tors @14,15,21#. These are close to but not in perfect agre
ment with microscopic calculations of the higher-order a
mesonic exchange effects. For the GT decay, the renor
ization shows up clearly as a reduction~quenching! of the
experimental Gamow-Teller strength to about 60% of th
calculated values@21#, the same reduction factor (A0.6) must
enter into the isovector spin part of the isovector mome
However, there is also a mesonic exchange enhanceme
the isovector orbital operator@15#. The consequence of thi
is that the magnetic moments in thesd shell are~acciden-
tally! close to the free-nucleon results and that the effec
the renormalization on theM1 operator is more complex.

The magnetic moment data forA531– 33 are compared
with those calculated with the effectiveM1 operator of Ref.
@15# in Table I ~USD-eff!. In most cases there is some im
provement over USD-free when compared to experime
However, the changes are not large~due to the reason dis
cussed above! and there is still about the same overall dev
tion between experiment and theory. The rather small dif
ence between USD-free and USD-eff is due to
complexity of the actualsd-shell wave functions. As a con
trasting situation where the wave function is simple, we c
compare the experimental moment of 0.391 for39K to its
USD-free value of 0.124~which is the same as the Schmi
value! and USD-eff value of 0.381.

The complexity of the wave functions in theA531– 33
region means that the results are sensitive to thesd-shell
Hamiltonian. There are two other ‘‘universal’’sd-shell
Hamiltonians we can examine: the SDPOTA and SDPO
Hamiltonians from Ref.@22#. These are based upon adjusti
the strengths of density-dependent one-boson exchange
tentials. Both Hamiltonians have 17 potential paramet
and they differ by how the mass dependence of the sin
particle energies is treated. The overall description of
binding energies and excitation energies for the entiresd
a

n,

.
s,
N

,
hi
J
B
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shell is about the same as for USD. Comparison of US
SDPOTA, and SDPOTB results gives an indication of t
sensitivity of the magnetic moments to the small and en
getically undetermined parts of thesd-shell Hamiltonian.
The results for these three Hamiltonians and with the eff
tive M1 operator are compared to experiment in Table I. W
see that there are variations of up to 0.20mN due to the
Hamiltonian. Overall, experiment is in best agreement w
SDPOTA, with remaining differences with experimental m
ments on the order of 0.06mN . This is typical of the devia-
tion between the entire set ofsd-shell moments with those
obtained with the USD-eff@17,23#. We would conclude that
the SDPOTA Hamiltonian is better for theA531– 33 mass
region. However, to make a general conclusion about
Hamiltonian, one needs to carry out a comparison betw
M1 observables and those calculated with SDPOTA
othersd-shell nuclei. In general one can conclude that ma
netic moment data are an important ingredient in testing
determining the effective Hamiltonian.

In summary, the magnetic moment of32Cl has been suc-
cessfully measured by means of conventionalb-NMR spec-
troscopy, completing the mass-32 isospinT51 system. A
comparison of its value with magnetic moments of neighb
ing A531 and 33 nuclei shows that the apparent agreem
between Schmidt prediction and experiment is acciden
According to shell-model calculations the single-partic
configuration assumed for the Schmidt prediction is o
about 50% of the fullsd-shell wave function, the remaining
50% being a complex mix of many configurations. Of t
shell-model calculations presented here, the SDPO
Hamiltonian results are in best agreement with the data
this mass region.
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